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1. Introduction and Background 
 
The Viva Naughton Dam is located on the Ham’s Fork River in Section 14, Township 23 North, 
Range 117 West, approximately 15 miles north of Kemmerer, Wyoming.  The primary purpose of 
the dam is to store water for supply to the PacifiCorp steam generation plant south of Kemmerer.  
Water is pumped to the plant by a station located roughly 10 miles downstream from the dam.  The 
reservoir also provides water to meet downstream irrigation rights and to satisfy the municipal water 
supply of Kemmerer. 
 
The principal features of the project include an earthfill dam, a gated service spillway, a fuse plug 
spillway constructed at the location of the old emergency spillway, a low level outlet works, and a 
powerhouse.  The main dam was originally designed by Bechtel Corporation of San Francisco, 
constructed in 1960 and raised in 1967.  An additional raise was constructed in 1990 to provide 
additional protection to the embankment during the PMF. 
 
Chronic water shortages are documented in the Hams Fork drainage for both irrigation and 
municipal uses.  Available water supplies currently are optimized to the extent practical among the 
various water users in the basin through a unique cooperative arrangement between PacifiCorp, 
which owns and operates Viva Naughton Reservoir, and the local irrigators.  The agreement stems 
from two main storage rights for Viva Naughton Reservoir.  The first storage right for Viva 
Naughton Reservoir (P6418R) allocates 42,393 acre-feet of water for industrial use by the Naughton 
Power Plant.  The original permit has a priority date of August 1, 1957.  The second storage right for 
Viva Naughton Reservoir (P7476R) allocates an additional 27,252 acre-feet of water that is to be 
shared between the Naughton Power Plant, the City of Kemmerer, and irrigation users.  The second 
permit has a priority date of August 20, 1971.  The irrigators do not have senior storage rights in the 
reservoir although they have senior water rights for the river.  In the current arrangement, PacifiCorp 
stores water out of priority in Viva Naughton reservoir during spring runoff, and in turn provides 
storage for use by the local irrigators later in the season.  The irrigation supply storage is available 
only if the reservoir fills, however, and is therefore not a reliable supply for the irrigators. 
 
A Level II, Phase I study was completed in 2004 which considered several alternatives for providing 
additional water supplies in the Hams Fork drainage (ECI, 2004).  Alternatives considered in that 
study included a number of different storage and transmission options.  Following an initial 
screening of 37 alternative concepts, three preferred alternatives were carried forward for conceptual 
design and cost estimating, as follows: 
 

(1) Raise the existing dam to enlarge Viva Naughton reservoir by 40,000 acre-feet, 
(2) Construct a new dam and 40,000 acre-feet reservoir at the Dempsey Creek site, and 
(3) Construct a new dam and 40,000 acre-feet reservoir at the Willow Creek site. 

 
Conceptual level cost estimates for these three projects were quite similar, ranging from $36.8 to 
$38.1 million.  Although construction costs were estimated to be higher for the new dam 
construction projects at Dempsey Creek and Willow Creek, those costs were offset by estimated 
higher environmental impacts and mitigation costs for the Viva Naughton Enlargement concept. 
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2. Project Purpose, Authorization, and Scope 
 
The original scope for this continuing Phase II, Level II study included geotechnical site 
investigations; preliminary (Class I) cultural resources evaluations; additional wetlands delineation 
mapping at the Dempsey Basin and Willow Creek sites; and development of a reservoir operating 
plan to evaluate water availability, water supply needs and optimization of the reservoir size.  
Additional data collection and analyses were intended to be used to support more detailed and 
refined designs and cost estimates for each of the three alternative projects, and to bring all three 
projects to comparable levels of technical information that would allow valid and fair comparisons 
of project costs and benefits. 
 
This Phase II study was conducted by Gannett Fleming, Inc. (Gannett Fleming) under the direction 
and funding of the Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC), in association with States 
West Water Resources Corporation (States West), Western EcoSystems Technology, Inc. (WEST), 
Office of the Wyoming State Archaeologist, and Crank Companies, Inc.  The original study 
objective was to bring three storage alternatives (Viva Naughton raise, Dempsey Basin dam and 
reservoir, and Willow Creek dam and reservoir) to comparable levels of technical (site) information 
to allow valid comparisons.  The scope of services that was originally envisioned for the Phase II 
study is summarized as follows: 

 
• Conduct preliminary (Level II) geotechnical site investigations at the Dempsey Basin and 

Willow Creek sites; 
• Review available data and conduct supplemental site investigations as needed at the Viva 

Naughton dam site; 
• Provide wetland delineations at Dempsey Basin and Willow Creek sites (wetland 

delineations for the Viva Naughton raise were completed in Phase I); 
• Perform Class I archeological surveys at the Dempsey Basin and Willow Creek sites; 
• Evaluate water needs and optimize storage size, and; 
• Advance and refine the conceptual designs and cost estimates for each alternative. 

 
The initial data review by the Phase II project team identified two critically important regional site 
features that resulted in re-direction of the project scope.  These features are described as follows: 
 

• Presence of a large, shallow underground coal mine (Gomer Mine) in the immediate vicinity 
of the Willow Creek dam and reservoir site.  The project team recommended that the 
Willow Creek site be abandoned from further consideration, and the WWDC accepted this 
recommendation. 

• Presence of segment(s) of the Dempsey-Hockaday Trail – a cutoff on the Sublette Cutoff of 
the Oregon Trail system – that runs up Dempsey Basin.  The trail would be potentially 
impacted by both the Viva Naughton raise and the Dempsey Basin dam and reservoir 
project alternatives.  The project team recommended detailed cultural resources evaluation 
of the trail system segments potentially impacted by the project. 

 
As a result of these preliminary study findings, project tasks were re-evaluated and budgets were re-
allocated in order to collect supplemental site data that addressed revised technical priorities and 
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questions.  Task budget savings due to elimination of the Willow Creek geotechnical site 
investigation were applied to cover costs for a Class III cultural resources study of the Dempsey-
Hockaday trail and to provide a topographic map of the Dempsey dam site.  In addition, WWDC 
requested that we revisit the Fish Creek Dam site which is located on State land approximately 1.5 
miles west of the existing Viva Naughton Dam Spillway and was ranked 4th in the alternatives 
screening analysis performed by ECI in the Phase I study (ECI, 2004).   
 
The following tasks have been completed and are documented in the Interim Report: 
 

1. Engineering geologic site reconnaissance and preliminary geologic mapping at Dempsey 
Basin and Fish Creek sites. 

2. Completion of a BLM special use permit application for subsurface drilling and test pitting 
at the Dempsey Basin site. 

3. Compilation, review, and summary of technical data on the existing Viva Naughton dam 
and previously proposed dam raise. 

4. Completion of wetland delineations and mapping for the Dempsey dam, reservoir and 
supply canal. 

5. Completion of Class III cultural resources surveys for the Dempsey-Hockaday Trail 
segments potentially impacted by the reservoir projects. 

6. Completion of Class I and Class III surveys of prehistoric and historic sites in the project 
vicinity in support of cultural resources clearances for the BLM geotechnical drilling permit 
application. 

7. Completion of a reservoir operation model (StateMod), including water rights evaluation, 
water needs assessment, and reservoir size optimization. 

8. Completion of preliminary topographic survey and map development for the Dempsey Dam 
site. 

 
At the conclusion of this study, Gannett Fleming had not yet obtained a permit from BLM to conduct 
the subsurface geotechnical work at the Dempsey Basin dam site.  Following discussions with 
WWDC, it was agreed that the project would be concluded at this interim stage, while the BLM 
permit application was transferred to the WWDC and negotiations were continued between the state 
and BLM to allow geotechnical work to proceed at some future date.   
 
3. Conclusions from Interim Phase II Study 
 
Conclusions resulting from this Level II, Phase II interim study are summarized as follows: 
 
Water Supply and Reservoir Size Optimization 
Water shortages are documented in the Hams Fork valley for both irrigation and municipal needs.  
An analysis of water supply and needs was completed under this Phase II interim study, including 
updated StateMod system modeling (Section 2).  The model study indicates that an enlargement 
sized at 24,180 acre-feet would maximize the 1971 storage permit, and would meet the following 
needs: 
• Anticipated expansion of capacity at the Naughton Power Plant, requiring an additional 10 cfs 

water delivery to the plant.  The estimated annual storage required to meet the industrial demand 
is approximately 10,250 acre-feet, including estimated water conveyance losses. 
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• Increased municipal demands due to population growth projections out to year 2050 for the 
communities of Diamondville/Kemmerer, Granger/Little America, and Opal.  Projected 
municipal demands justify a storage increase of approximately 4,750 acre-feet. 

• Irrigation supply shortages are experienced about 43% of the time for currently irrigated 
acreages.  Reservoir expansion to maximize the 1971 storage right would allow up to 12,252 
acre-feet to be allocated for irrigation.  This would reduce periods of water supply shortages for 
existing irrigated lands to 12% of the time in future years (i.e. 88% reliability). 

 
Preliminary Geotechnical Investigations 
Geologic reconnaissance for the Dempsey Basin project alternative did not reveal any evident fatal 
flaws for construction of the dam, reservoir, or Hams Fork Supply Canal (see Section 3.3 and 
Appendix A).  The Wilkinson Supply Canal Alternative is considered to have a fatal flaw due to 
landslide activity in the area.  A few smaller landslides exist along the slopes west of the Hams Fork 
floodplain near the Hams Fork Supply Canal Alignment.  Some shallow landslides and an evident 
line of seepage were noted in the left dam abutment that should be further explored by subsurface 
methods.    These conditions could be important considerations both for the dam foundation and for 
the lower end of the supply canal.  Due to delays in obtaining a special use permit from the Bureau 
of Land Management (BLM), Gannett Fleming was unable to complete subsurface exploration at the 
site within the project schedule. 

 
Detailed technical information was compiled for the Viva Naughton dam in support of a Failure 
Modes Analysis that was completed in 2005 as part of the Federal Energy Regulatory Agency 
(FERC) licensing process for the facility.  This information is restricted from wide public 
distribution due to security concerns.  Gannett Fleming reviewed the supporting technical 
information.  Some of the key, non-security sensitive geotechnical and design considerations that are 
relevant to the proposed raise are summarized in the Interim Report.  No geotechnical fatal flaws 
were identified for construction of a downstream raise of about 13 feet, which would enlarge the 
reservoir by the recommended 24,180 acre-feet.  Subsurface core drilling work that was planned for 
the far right abutment, in the location of the proposed new emergency spillway, was postponed due 
to the permit delays for drilling at the Dempsey Basin site.  This work should be completed in the 
next phase of study to support layout and design of the spillway. 
 
A geologic reconnaissance was performed at the Fish Creek site, which is located west of Viva 
Naughton dam.  This site had been ranked 4th in the alternatives screening analysis performed by 
ECI in the Phase I study (ECI, 2004).  The reconnaissance identified numerous, potentially deep-
seated landslides all along the Fish Creek drainage valley slopes.  This site is not considered suitable 
for dam construction.  
 
Cultural Resources Studies 
A Class III Cultural Resources Survey of the Dempsey Basin and Viva Naughton raise impact areas 
was completed by the Office of the Wyoming State Archaeologist in June 2006.  The complete 
report is provided in Appendix B, and key points are summarized in Section 4. 
 
The main findings from the survey of the Dempsey-Hockaday trail are summarized as follows: 
• Two segments of the Dempsey-Hockaday trail system were evaluated in the study.  Both the 

upper and lower segments that traverse the bottom and along the north valley slope of Dempsey 
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Basin are characterized as Class I - Undiminished Trail and Setting.  This means that these 
segments of trail contribute to its eligibility for the National Registry of Historic Places (NRHP). 

• A 24,180 acre-feet enlargement of Viva Naughton reservoir would potentially inundate 
approximately 9,000 feet (1.7 miles) of the lower contributing segment of trail. 

• A 24,180 acre-feet Dempsey Basin reservoir would potentially impact 2,900 feet (0.5 miles) of 
the upper contributing segment, 9,500 feet (1.8 miles) of the lower contributing segment of trail, 
and roughly 5,600 feet (1 mile) of the western segment beyond the confluence of the upper and 
lower.  

 
Surveys were conducted in proposed geotechnical exploration areas within the Dempsey Dam 
foundation footprint and two potential borrow areas.  The purpose of these surveys was to provide 
supporting information required for a special use permit application from the Bureau of Land 
Management to allow drilling and test pit exploration within the designated areas.  In addition to the 
trail segments, several prehistoric sites were identified in the vicinity.  The prehistoric sites were 
characterized as ineligible for the NRHP.  The proposed geotechnical exploration sub-area 
boundaries were constrained to avoid the trail with a specified clearance of at least 500 feet. 
 
Wetland Delineations and Potential Mitigation Opportunities 
Wetland delineation and mapping was completed by Western EcoSystem Technologies (WEST) for 
the Dempsey Basin project, including mapping along the proposed supply canal, and in the dam and 
reservoir footprint areas (see Section 5 and Appendix C).  The total wetland area potentially 
impacted by the Dempsey Basin project is estimated at about 26 acres. 
 
Potential wetland impacts associated with the Viva Naughton raise were evaluated under the Phase I 
study, which identified over 300 acres of wetland potentially impacted by a 40,000 acre-feet 
enlargement (ECI, 2004).  Adjusting for a smaller enlargement of 24,180 acre-feet as recommended 
by this Phase II study, an estimated 150 acres of wetland would be impacted by the Viva Naughton 
raise alternative.  Most of the wetland impacts associated with the Viva Naughton raise would occur 
in the Hams Fork valley inundation area immediately upstream from the existing reservoir. 
 
A preliminary analysis of potential wetland mitigation opportunities is presented in Section 5.2.  A 
promising, large potential mitigation area, currently owned by PacifiCorp is located just north of 
Viva Naughton.  An estimated 265 acres of wetland could be developed in this area.  Another, 
smaller area of state-owned land was identified south of Kemmerer city reservoir.  It is estimated 
that approximately 40 acres of wetland could be developed in this area. 
 
4. Updated Cost Estimates 
 
Given the lack of geotechnical data, the conceptual design for Dempsey Basin dam and reservoir 
was not advanced under this study, and there was no effort to update unit costs used by ECI (2004) 
under the Phase I effort for either the Dempsey or the Viva Naughton raise alternatives.  However, 
the cost estimates prepared by ECI (2004), which were for a 40,000 acre-ft reservoir at Dempsey 
Basin and a 40,000 acre-ft increase of the reservoir at Viva Naughton were updated based on 
quantities for a 24,180 acre-ft reservoir embankment raise at Viva Naughton and construction of a 
new embankment for a 24,180 acre-ft reservoir at Dempsey Basin.  In addition, the preliminary cost 
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estimates were developed for wetlands mitigation at both sites.  These revised cost estimates are 
summarized in the table below.   
 

Description Viva Naughton 
Raise 

Dempsey Basin 
Dam 

Construction $17,671,630 $21,538,471
Final Design & Specifications (10% Construction) $1,767,163 $2,153,847
Engineering (10% Construction) $1,767,163 $2,153,847

Subtotal $21,205,956 $25,846,165
Wetlands Mitigation $3,750,000 $1,100,000

Subtotal $24,955,956 $26,946,165
Contingency (15%) $3,743,393 $4,041,925

Total $28,699,350 $30,988,090
 
5. Recommendations for Further Studies 
 
The following recommendations are offered for consideration to guide the next phase of study for 
the Viva Naughton Enlargement Project to effectively advance the project. 
 

1. Obtain BLM Special Use Permit and Landowner Permission for Geotechnical 
Subsurface Exploration at Dempsey Basin Dam Site:  At the conclusion of this Level II 
study, the BLM special use permit for geotechnical subsurface exploration at the Dempsey 
Basin site had not yet been secured, principally because of concerns raised by the National 
Park Service, Oregon-California Trail Association and others regarding potential impacts to 
the Class 1 Dempsey-Hockaday trail system.  An important meeting and site tour were 
conducted with WWDC representatives and stakeholder group representatives on October 4, 
2006.  Based on feedback from stakeholders at that meeting, it is anticipated that the BLM 
permit would be granted to allow geotechnical site work to be completed in future studies.  
The permit application has been transferred from Gannett Fleming to WWDC. 

 
It is recommended that the BLM permit application be re-activated to secure the permit for 
the next phase of study.  This will allow the subsurface exploration to be completed at the 
Dempsey dam site, in accordance with the detailed drilling and test pitting program that is 
outlined in the application.   Local private landowners should be re-contacted and 
permission letters obtained for the exploration activities.  Land ownership was evaluated for 
the 2005-2006 study period from records obtained from the Lincoln County assessor’s 
office, and an ownership map and contact information were generated. The map and files 
are provided in the Project Notebook.  It is recommended that this information be confirmed 
and updated as needed for the subsequent studies. 
 
Site exploration can only be performed within a limited time “window” each year typically 
after August 1 and before wet/winter weather, roughly mid October.  Also, there may be 
limited drilling windows due to concerns about big game impacts.   

 
2. Conduct Additional Topographic Surveys for the Dempsey Basin Project.  A 

preliminary, limited survey of the Dempsey Dam site was performed with available re-
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allocated budget under this study.  It is recommended that additional topographic surveys be 
done for the reservoir area, the supply canal, and the diversion structure to support design 
layouts and refinement of cost estimates.  

 
3. Complete the Geotechnical Subsurface Investigations at the Dempsey and Viva 

Naughton Dam Sites.  The geotechnical investigation needs to be completed for the 
Dempsey Basin dam and reservoir site in order to advance conceptual designs and estimate 
more accurate construction costs.  A detailed exploration program was developed and 
submitted with the BLM permit application, and includes drilling 4 borings between 40 to 
100 feet deep, and excavating between 16 to 24 test pits within 4 designated areas (GTA1 
through GRA4) as shown on Figure 4.2.  Some of the exploration areas are located on 
BLM-administered land, and some on private land.  It is recommended that the drilling 
program be implemented as laid out for the application. 

 
A preliminary plan was developed for investigating the far right abutment area at the Viva 
Naughton dam site, which is the proposed location for a new spillway with the dam raise.  
The area was planned to be explored by drilling 2 boreholes and excavating between 4 and 6 
test pits.  The exploration area is located on private land. 

 
4. Complete Preliminary Designs and Cost Estimates.  It is recommended that preliminary 

designs and cost estimates be developed for a 24,180 acre-feet enlargement of Viva 
Naughton or a 24,180 acre-feet storage project at Dempsey Basin. 

 
5. Conduct Additional Surveys in Potential Wetland Mitigation Areas.  Two potential 

wetland mitigation areas were identified in this study.  It is recommended that these areas be 
surveyed to evaluate both (a) existing wetland acreages and (b) potential for development of 
new wetland areas for mitigation purposes. 

 
It is recommended that the next phase of study complete the following tasks that were not able to be 
completed under this Phase II study: 
 

1. Geotechnical subsurface investigation at the Dempsey dam and borrow sites, following the 
detailed plan outlined in BLM permit application. 

2. Revision and more detail of conceptual-level design and cost estimates for the Dempsey 
Basin dam and reservoir, sized at 24,180 acre-feet in accordance with the recommendations 
developed from this Phase II study operations model. 

3. Revision and more detail of conceptual-level design and cost estimates for a 24,180 acre-feet 
raise of Viva Naughton Dam and reservoir. 

4. Development of preliminary designs and cost estimates for constructed wetland mitigation 
areas north of the existing Viva Naughton reservoir. 
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